
Two steps back 
 

And the men took of their victuals, and asked not counsel at the mouth of the LORD. 
And Joshua made peace with them, and made a league with them, to let them live: and 

the princes of the congregation sware unto them. 
Joshua 9:14-15 

 
This infamous account of the beguiling of Joshua and the Israelite leaders is a reminder 
of important life lessons for the people of God.  After two Israelite victories over Jericho 
and Ai, the neighboring Gibeonites were petrified that they were next to be destroyed.  
So they took their chances at deceiving the Israelites into a league of peace to preserve 
their own lives.  On the heels of victory, followed even by a reading of the law of God, 
Joshua and the nation’s leaders were sadly deceived, as described in our text, and one 
of the next enemies that would have been destroyed became, instead, a liability to the 
nation, as described in the next chapter.  As these leaders partook of the meal that 
symbolized the sealing of the oath sworn to the Gibeonites, perhaps their sensitivities 
were dulled by presumption fueled by victory, when they neglected to ask counsel of the 
Lord about this decision.  How often after making positive progress in our walk, the 
wave of victory can actually distract us from the basic truth of our need for the Lord’s 
counsel in every decision of life.  In this case, the decision was a monumental one. 
 
However, on the heels of this decision, after the leaders discovered the deception, they 
did not make the further mistake of following the counsel of the people of Israel to 
destroy the deceivers to whom they had sworn.  Caught in the former bad decision, they 
understood the gravity of the oath made before the Lord, and did not take a further step 
back.  Even in the case of the deception, the word that they had promised before God 
remained valid.  Solomon would later write, better it is not to vow, than to vow and not 
pay.  Instead, they dealt with the consequence of their bad choice as best they could, 
without further violating the principles of God.  May we apply the lesson from this 
disappointing account and, when caught in similar circumstances, repent and resort to 
the principles of God’s word.  Even if left with a lingering liability, let us leave the lesson 
learned and choose the better path of the forward direction. 
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